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BRIEF 

Proofread only – provable errors, formatting and layout, queries in Comments 

Use as many of the Adobe annotation tools as you can  

Sources – GSG, Collins and BBG 

Formatting and layout – double line spacing, Times New Roman 12pt, justified,  

Chapter heading –  bold, centred, 14pt Times New Roman 

 

TEXT TO PROOFREAD 

Chapter 6 

Yes. At last!  his wife found out about me. I don’t want to seem unkind but in a strange way 

I’m pleased she’s  discover the e-mails, pleased she nose of my existence,  but at the same 

thyme, this is it. I will be leaving Peter four good and there’ll be no returning home a 2nd timer. 

As the realization  dawned, my hart started pounding. Although I longed to go to Scotland with 

Rob, I knew it would not be possible this time. I’d have to waitr until he’d left his wife. With 

any luck, we could go some time in near future. 

Eye strated my preparations. Hows long did I have too pack my belongings and sort everythin 

out before I left. Probably-less than a week. I anticpated that as soon  as Rob returned at his 

trip to Scoltand, he’d be expected to leaf  his home imediately . That wood be the day we  

could start our new live together. amid the excitement: there was  Fear. There were those 

doubts again. I shook uncontrolably from head to to when I realised I’d would never be my 

home again, the home I’d lifted in for almost thrity year.  

 

END 

Text kindly provided by Maggie Dann, author of “He Loves Me He Loves Me Not” 
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Available on Amazon 

 

 

Do you believe in fate? 

Do you believe that truth is stranger than fiction? 

Are you a romantic? 

If you have answered yes to these questions then the debut novel by Maggie Dann, “He 

Loves Me, He Loves Me Not”, is a must for you. Unbelievably, the story is true. The names 

of the characters and place names have been changed in order to protect identities. 

The story is filled with coincidences, love, intrigue, pain and bravery.     

August will always remain a very special month in Gillian’s life. After leaving school, it 

wasn’t long before she met the boy of her dreams. They fell deeply in love. He was her first 

love and first loves are truly special. 

Heartbreakingly, they were parted by circumstances and went their separate ways. All she 

had to remember him by was an engagement ring, her shattered dreams, and a photograph – a 

photograph she would keep for the rest of her life.  

This is a true, romantic story. 

Perhaps real life is more unbelievable than fiction! 


